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Abstract. Heart disease or scientifically known as cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a disease that involves 

the heart or blood vessels. There are different types of heat diseases and their causes, however the most 

common one is myocardial infection commonly refers to as heart attack. There are many reasons for heart 

attack that may be avoidable such as lack of physical fitness and obesity but the unavoidable one is genetic 

reason. To avoid the serious effect of heart attack and lower the danger of heart failure to patients, early 

detection of myocardial infection is necessary. Machine learning algorithms such as classification are used in 

early detection of dieses using historic medical data. Many algorithms are developed for early detection of 

heart disease, however, because myocardial infection data consists of many features which some of them 

may not be important to the analysis, there is need to try different alternatives and techniques to come up 

with the best detection algorithm. In this paper, we proposed flower pollination algorithm and Multilayer 

perceptron (MLP) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for feature selection and prediction of myocardial 

infection. We called this algorithm FPA-ANN. The simulation results of this paper show that FPA-ANN is 

promising in correct prediction of myocardial infection with 84.2% accuracy.  
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a class of diseases that involve the heart or blood vessels.

Cardiovascular disease includes coronary artery diseases (CAD) such as angina and myocardial infarction 

(commonly known as a heart attack) Other CVDs include stroke, heart failure, hypertensive heart disease, 

rheumatic heart disease, cardiomyopathy, heart arrhythmia, congenital heart disease, valvular heart disease, 

carditis, aortic aneurysms, peripheral artery disease, thromboembolic disease, and venous thrombosis. 

The underlying mechanisms vary depending on the disease in question. Coronary artery disease, stroke, 

and peripheral artery disease involve atherosclerosis. This may be caused by high blood pressure, smoking, 

diabetes, lack of exercise, obesity, high blood cholesterol, poor diet, and excessive alcohol consumption, [1] 

among others. High blood pressure results in 13% of CVD deaths, while tobacco results in 9%, diabetes 6% ), 

lack of exercise 6% and obesity 5% Rheumatic heart disease may follow untreated strep throat.  

It is estimated that 90% of CVD is preventable. Prevention of atherosclerosis involves improving risk 

factors through: healthy eating, exercise, avoidance of tobacco smoke and limiting alcohol intake. Treating 

risk factors, such as high blood pressure, blood lipids and diabetes is also beneficial. Treating people who 

have strep throat with antibiotics can decrease the risk of rheumatic heart disease. 
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However, the estimated 10% of the CVD that are unavoidable (genetic reasons) requires early detection 

and control. This is where machine learning is of great important. Machine learning algorithms can be train 

using historic data from known CVD patients and learn from the data to predict the chances of CVD on 

another patient [2].  

Microarray technology is an influential innovation which can be used for disease detection in 

bioinformatics particularly in cancer detection and diagnosis [3]. The categorisation of the gene expression 

data is now becoming a central focus to many of researchers in machine learning for   bioinformatics data [2]. 

Using different gene expression forms with normal expression profile, irregularity could be recognized and 

treated before it develops abnormalities in the patient [4]. The major problem in managing microarray data is 

the size of its dimension and small sample size [5]. The feature size of microarray data is very vast, which 

mostly due to the incidence of noisy or unsuitable features that are recorded during the observation, therefore, 

learning algorithm’s performance will significantly be affected if they are to learn on the whole datasets. To 

address the effect of irrelevant features (genes), feature selection methods are employed. Feature selection 

works by finding optimal subset of features that can best represent the original features without degradation 

in performance [4]. Different kind of feature selection algorithms were proposed to scale down the 

dimension of the features generated by the microarray including the metaheuristic-based search algorithms 

[6]. In this paper, we are going to develop a heart disease feature selection and classification algorithm based 

on flower pollination algorithm (FPA) and multilayer perceptron Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

2. Literature Review 

The application of machine learning techniques to solve problems relating to knowledge discovery has 

increased in different fields and areas for many years ago. Since there is a rapid increase in the number of 

area of applications for some sort of intelligence-based decision process. Generally, the standard structural 

flow for handling machine learning decision tasks are grouped into three steps: step one is to preprocess the 

data to be used for the analysis which includes feature selection, step two is to train the learning algorithm to 

be used for the analysis  such as classification algorithms and step three to assess the effectiveness of the 

applied algorithm [7]. However, the most critical step that determine the effectiveness of the learning 

algorithms is the preprocessing step, feature selection to be specific. The function of feature selection is to 

scan over the dataset and return only those features (attributes) that can be used by the learning algorithm to 

efficiently and effectively solve the given task. In some cases, the accuracy of the learning algorithms does 

not change even after feature selection, however, the cost of analyzing irrelevant and noisy attributes is relief. 

Feature selection has been proven to be effective and efficient in preparing high-dimensional data for 

data mining and machine learning problem [8].  The objective of this process is to identify and remove 

irrelevant features from the training dataset. Thus, it increases the performance of prediction algorithms by 

providing faster and more cost-effective predictors, and providing a better understanding of the underlying 

process that generated the data. It attempt to obtain an optimal feature sets from a problem domain while 

keeping an appropriately high accuracy in representing the original features (Yang et al. 2008). Feature 

selection process consists of two main components:  1) searching procedure that searches the solution vector, 

and 2) the evaluation of the searched features. Search methods approach that are widely used in the 

algorithm include complete, heuristic features [5], and random [9] search. Whilst, the techniques used for 

feature evaluation are categorized into two either classifiers specific or classifier independent [10]. The 

classifiers specific requires a learning technique that will be employed to evaluate the quality of feature 

selection based on the classifier accuracy [11]. However, the classifier independent theories a classifier 

independent procedure for evaluating the features importance, this kind of measures include mutual 

information gain, dependence measure and consistency measure [5]. 

Furthermore, many meta-heuristics algorithms from the evolutionary and swarm intelligent category 

were applied in the literature to solve feature selection, however, there is still a room of improvement that 

need to be made. This is due to the complexity and the nature of the high dimensionality of bioinformatic 

data and the requirement for finding the optimal solution with minimum computational cost [12].  

Many metaheuristics algorithms for feature selection such as Particle swam Optimization (PSOA) [13], 

Ant colony optimization algorithm [14], Artificial Bee colony (ABC) [15]. 
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Flower pollination algorithm (FPA) is inspired from the rules of reproduction process of flowering plants 

by Yang in 2013 as shown in (fig. 2.1) below. The flower pollination algorithm (FPA) is mainly for 

optimization, it is applied in feature selection and other optimization tasks to reduce the dimensionality of the 

search space. In feature selection task, we need a fitness function that will test the fitness of the return 

features by the FPA. This fitness function may be classifier dependent like K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) that use the classifying accuracy of a feature to decides it relevance or 

classifier independent like entropy that decides the feature important by calculating the amount of 

information gained before and after splitting the classes using information theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) 

 

where is the i
th
 gamete during the t

th
 iteration, e is the probability function for switching from global to 

local pollination drawn from normal probability distribution p[0,1] and xj and xk are any random flowers. 

 

After useful features are selected from the original dataset, the actual machine learning task is performed 

such as classification, clustering, regression and so on. Classification is a machine learning task that 

categorized objects into predefined classes. Multi-Layer perceptron (MLP) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

for classification is a machine learning algorithm that is effective for classification of bioinformatic dataset 

[8]. ANN has been experimentally tested for classification in different domain and produce excellent results 

more than many classification algorithm [16].  

In this research, we propose a new method of feature selection and classification of heart disease using 

high dimensional dataset based on flower pollination algorithm (FPA) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 
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3. Methodology 

In this research we proposed a new algorithm for feature selection and classification of Cardiovascular 

disease (CVD). Using high dimensional data. The dataset was collected from the UCI machine learning 

repository website which is a well-known public data repository for high dimensional genome dataset. We 

used the Cleveland heart disease dataset from the UCI website that consist of 76 features, 303 instances and 

four classes. 

We apply flower pollination algorithm (FPA) to perform feature optimization on this high dimensional 

dataset. The result from the FPA algorithm (number of selected features) is then pass to the Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) artificial neural network for classification of CVD. The performance of the entire 

algorithm is validated using k-fold cross validation with k=10. The experiment is conducted using mathlab 

2017a. The result of the simulation is expressed using confusion matrix. 

4. Experiment 

In this paper, the proposed FPA-ANN algorithm is developed and tested using heart disease datasets 

available at UCI machine learning repository. The experiment is conducted using mathlab R2017b. we run 

the experiment using different parameter setting in order for to achieve the best tune that produce the best 

result. The experimental setting for this algorithm is given in table 1and 2 below. 

Table 1: FPAparameter Settings 

S/N Parameter Setting 

1 Number of population 20 

2 Number of iterations 400 

3 Probability switch function 0.8 

Table 2: ANN parameter Settings 

S/N Parameter Settings 

1 Train Function trainlm 

2 Hidden layer size 30 

3 Data partitions 70/30 

5. Results 

In this section, we present the result obtained after executing our experiment for the proposed FPA-ANN 

algorithm using heart disease dataset. The flower pollination algorithm (FPA) when applied for feature 

selection returned 14 best features at the end of the last iteration. These 14 features are used to conduct 

classification using MLP ANN algorithm. The result is presented in confusion matrix. 

       

Fig. 2:  ANN Training Confusion Matrix    Fig. 3: ANN Testing Confusion Matrix 
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The result of training ANN for classification of heart disease shows that ANN can achieve an accuracy 

of 94.3% while the average result of training and testing the ANN for classification of heart disease which is 

the overall performance of the model shows that ANN can achieve an accuracy of 84.2%. 

6. Conclusion 

This research work revealed an alternative technique for features selection and classification of heart 

disease and also reveals the capability of flower pollination algorithm and multilayer perceptron MLP 

Artificial Neural Network ANN for heart disease feature selection and classification. The results obtained 

from the experiment proved that FPA-ANN is a good algorithm for early detection of heart disease. 
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